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producing new worms; a cross-piece becomes longer and narrower in the new worm, i. e., a part of the change takes place in the old tissue (morphallaxis)l). 2) That, if the head is cut off it decreases in size as the new, smaller worm is formed, until it has reached a proportionate size. 3) That there is a minimal size below which pieces do not regenerate. I estimated this size as about 1/lO0 of the worm. 4) That in triangular pieces, with the long end of the rightangle triangle forward the new head (the region of most rapid growth) arises at the side of the anterior end, although the old tissue is less in amount there than at any other point of the cut-surface. This shows that the rate of growth does not depend on the amount of old tissue from which a new part arises. 5) That narrow pieces from the side often produce a head at right angles to the cut-surface, using up all the new material there present to form the new head. 6) That a new head is not formed in the old tissue if the anterior end is closed by the meeting and fusing of the old tissue. 7) That in P. maculata the new pharynx develops, in posterior pieces, in the old tissue. 8) That if crosspieces are taken from different levels the new pharynx appears at the posterior end of pieces taken anterior to the old pharynx; in the middle of pieces taken through the old pharyngeal region; and in the more anterior end of the old tissue of pieces posterior to the old pharynx.
Vom'r ('99) showed that if the anterior end of a plimarian is split in two as far back as the region behind the pharynx, and then one half be partially cut off transversely from the inside, that a new tail develops at the posterior part of the latter half, where the crosscut joins the longitudinal one. Vom'r repeated an experiment of DALYELL' S, and obtained, by making an oblique cut in the side of the worm, a new head at the side, if the cut was directed posteriorly, and a new tail if the cut was made anteriorly. In Polycelis he found that if, after the oblique cut had been made, and regeneration had begun, the piece then re-united with the body, a row of eyespots appeared along the line of union.
LE~o~ ('99) showed that narrow strips partially cut from the side of the planarian, or from the inside of a longitudinal cut, produce a new head and even a "new pharynx. The new part often turns backwards, and resembles a heteromorphic formation. These he calls buds, or cases of pseudoheteromorphosis. The experiment ~) The word should be spelled as above, and not morpholaxis as I have used it before. The word is from the two words ~or and h~ci~,co.
is practically the same as that of Vomw. Certain results are given to show that an injury to one part of the body produces an abnormality, an additional eye, in another part. RANDOLPH had obtained a similar result. In my papers on Bipalium (1900) ~nd on Regeneration in Pinnafinns (1900) the following points were established: l) That in longitudinal pieces less than half the width of th~ old worm the new tissue increases at the side until it is equal to the old, as RANDOLPH had shown, but fitrther that if the worm is not fed the old part decreases as the new part increases, so that the width of both new and old remains about the same as that of the piece when first removed. If the piece is fed, the old part does not decrease in width, but remains about the same as at first, and may subsequently enlarge as the new worm grows bigger. 2) That in a piece with an anterior oblique surface the new head arises at the most anterior part of the oblique edge, that is at the side of the piece. Similarly the tail arises from the most posterior part of a posterior oblique surface. 3) That if, after removing the head, an oblong piece is cut from the middle of the body, one, or two new heads develop at the remaining anterior cut-surface, the number depending upon the extent to which the sides have fused. In other words the new material at the eat-edge is at first totipotent, and whether it forms one, or two heads depends on whether it is continuous or not from side to side. 4) That if at two levels two half cut-surfaces are exposed a head develops only on the more anterior; the two half-surfaces being connected by a line of new tissue. 5) That if a double-tailed form has one tail cut off near to the body a new tail does not develop, but if cut off further from the body a new tail develops. 6) That if the head of P. lugubris is cut off just behind the eyes a new heteromorphic head is produced at the cut-edge. 7) Experimental evidence was given to show that in Bipalium elongation in the old part of a cross-piece is the main-factor in the production of the new worm. 8) That if a worm is cut in two lengthwise from the posterior end, as far forward as the region between the eyes, each half may produce a half-head on the inner side. 9) That if after the formation of new material at the anterior and posterior ends of a cross-piece the piece is split longitudinally into halves, the new half-material may produce a half-head, that later completes itself at the side. If the same operation is carried out on a less advanced piece, each piece produces at first a whole head Out of the new materiM. The most natural interpretation of this result is that the new material is at first totipotent and more or less indifferent, but soon becomes predisposed in a definite direction.
BARDEEN has confirmed the following results. 1) The lateral position of a head and tail on oblique pieces. 2) The elongation of the old part to form a new worm (morphallaxis).
3) The development of a heteromorphic head. 4) The formation of one, or two heads in the anterior angle of a partially divided worm 5) The lack of power of pieces cut off in front of the eyes to regenerate. 6) The development of two heads by splitting the anterior end. 7) The development of a lateral head from an oblique cut in the side. The new points that BARDEEN has made out are: 1) The fusion of the branches of the digestive tract to locate the region of the formation of the pharynx.
2) The formation of the new nervous system as an outgrowth from the old one. BARDEEN has described also at some length some of the processes of motion, feeding ~), sensation, etc. in planarians.
In regard to the formation of the new nervous system I have seen some evidence in Bipalium and also in Planaria lugubris to show that the new nerves and brain may arise from the general mesenchyme, as described by FLEXNER ('98) . It is a difficult point to decide, but there are certainly indications of there being new cells added to the new nervous system that have not come directly from the old ones. I am inclined to think also that in certain cases the tissue that is to form the new pharynx appears before any such central sac, as that described by BARDEEN, has been formed in the digestive tract. BARDEEN'S view that this central sac is a center from which the influences, that go to produce the anterior structures, radiate, is in my opinion far too naive a view to account for the results~ and, moreover, the development of the lateral head in an oblique piece like that shown here in Fig. 10 makes this view improbable. In this case. the new head had developed at the side in a region where there were present only isolated pieces of the digestive tract. Later when the branches from the two sides had united, and a communication with the pharynx had appeared this region lay far removed from the new head. BARDEEN'S view that the lack of development of pieces cut off in front of the eyes is due to the absence of a part of the old digestive tract is very probably correct, although 1) B~nDEE~'S statement that P. maculata does not respond to the presence of food in its vicinity unless the food is brought in contact with the worm is undoubtedly wrong', as the worm responds freely to certain kinds of food --a piece of a fly, for instance, --that may be far away from the worm. it may as well be true that it may be due to the part of the digestive tract that is left being too small to p~'oduce a new one.
Heteromorphosis in Planaria lugubris,
When the head is cut off just behind the eyes another head often develops on the posterior end of the old head, Fig. 1 A, a, as I have shown in my last paper. I repeated this operation a very large number of times in tim hope of discovering what special conditions lead to the result. Many of the pieces die, especially if the water is not perfectly clean. In a few, very successful cases however nearly 50 per. cent. of the pieces produced another head. The other pieces died, or failed to regenerate at all, or made a new tail. The latter result takes place when the piece It seemed to me that the formation of a posterior head might be due to the cut passing through the old brain. I made sections of several pieces just after removal, and also of some of the fully formed amphicephalic pieces to test this view. It was found that the pieces had been cut off behind the region of the brain, and that when the new head had developed the two nerve-cords from the old brain were continuous with two cords that came from the brain in the new part. In other words, the result is not due to the cut passing through the old brain. The sections were also examined to see if the pieces contained any of the old digestive tract. In this planarian the branches of the digestive tract extend almost to the eyes, and a single median branch extends forward between the eyes. It seemed possible that this median tube, if in the head-piece at the time of its removal, might be lost by being" forced out of the cut-surface. The absence of t~ part of the digestive tract might at least account for the failure of the new tissue to produce a new tail, and some other factor might then determine that the new part produces a head. The sections showed, however, that in all cases a part of the old digestive tract was present and in some eases occupied a large part of the middle of the interior of the piece. The result, therefore, is not connected with the loss of the part of the old digestive tract, and the cause of the phenemenon remains as great an enigma as before.
We can only ascribe it vaguely to some kind of influence of the old head-tissues on the new part, or else to the kind of cells of which the new part is composed.
Several of these double headed pieces were kept as long as twenty-three days in order to see if a pharynx might develop between the two heads, but this did not take place.
In a number of cases the double-headed pieces were cut in two in the middle by a cross-cut as shown in Fig. 1 b, x--x, in order to see if either piece would produce a new tail, or another head, but the pieces died without regenerating again. A few pieces were cut in two longitudinally as shown in Fig. 1 c, x--x. I wished to find out if the double half-pieces would regenerate laterally, and if so, whether the halves would complete themselves, or possibly" produce a new third head at right-angles to the two half-heads. The pieces closed in, and in doing so brought the half-heads more, or less in contact at the cut-sides. Most of the pieces failed to make any new tissue, or made only a little wedge-shaped piece, in which,, in one or two cases, a rudimentary eye developed.
In my previous work on this form I had found several times, that when a small piece was cut from the tail-end a pointed, new part appeared, that did not become a head. It seemed possible that this might be a hetcromorphic tail. I did not publish this result because, in the absence of any specifically characteristic structure in the part, I could not determine whether the new growth was really a tail, or only an undeveloped head. A repetition of this experiment shows that the structure is an undeveloped head. In this worm it is usual for the tail-pieces to regenerate a long, anterior new part betbre the eyes appear --as shown in Fig 7 e . If the piece is small so that an insufficient amount of new material is formed, the new part does not reach a size sufficient to produce a head, hence the appearance of a two-tailed piece.
A large number of very narrow cross-pieces were cut off just behind the head in order to see if two heads would develop from such pieces, but I never found this to occur.
The Formation of a Sexually Mature Worm from a Piece without
Reproductive Organs.
It has been stated that many of the pieces cut off just behind the eyes produce a new tail. These head-pieces have been cut off some distance in front of the erases, that lie in the anterior third of the body. By feeding the pieces, I succeeded, after a number of failures, due to death and disease in the pieces, in Fig. 2. A.t~ o ,
.4 h bringing a few to the average size as shown in Fig. 2 A a, b , and later to full grown worms. These worms developed in the course of several months. They had each a reproductive pore Which could be seen on the ventral surface. One was killed, and cut into sections. A study of the latter showed that the worm was normal in every respect, and that the reproductive organs including the ovaries were fully developed. The other worms laid eggs. Since the pieces, came from a part of the body some distance in front of the region of the old reproductive organs the result shows that new germ-cells can develop from the somatic tissues, or at least from cells not included in the old reproductive organs.
Method of Regeneration of Cross-Pieces from the Anterior, Middle and
Posterior Parts of the Body of Planaria lugubris.
It has been shown in preceding papers that the position of the new pharynx in cross-pieces is connected with the part of the body from which the piece has been taken. I had often observed that the amount of new tissue produced by the anterior and posterior cutsurfaces, as well as the extent of elongation of the old part, is also connected with the region of the body from which the piece has come. In Planaria maeulata, and in Bipalium, the elongation, that takes place in the old part, appears to correspond to this general law. In Planm'ia lugubris the elongation of the old part does not take place to anything like the same extent, and the change is more largely due to the development of new tissue at the cut-ends. If we compare the development of a narrow cross-piece of P. lugubris from the region just behind the head: Fig. 3 A, with the regeneration of a similar piece from the middle of the body Fig. 3 , B, and with one from the posterior part, Fig'. 3 C, we find important differences take place in the regeneration of the pieces. The anterior piece, A, produces little more than a new head at its anterior end, Fig. 3 A, a, and the new head is not carried further forward by the subsequent-growth of new material behind it, Fig'. A, b. The same piece produces at its posterior end a new tail, containing a pharynx, and if the piece is fed this new part continues to grow longer, carrying the pharynx more posteriorly until an equilibrium is reached between the new ,and the old parts, plus the new head. After this the entire piece will grow larger if the feeding is'continued, If the new worm is not fed the tail grows longer, but more slowly, and the old part continues to get narrower from side to side. The process ~oes on until the typical proportions of the parts are attained 7 -that is until the new pharynx has been carried to its i :3 r proportionate distance behind the bead. If the piece is now fed it will enlarge at a proportionate rate in all its parts.
The middle piece, B, produces a new head at the anterior end. A new tail appears at the posterior end, and a new pharynx appears in the middle of the old part in the old pharyngeal chamber'). The new parts at tbe two ends grow longer at about an equal rate; the head being" carried forward as the result of new tissue appearing' behind it. I have not made out where the region of growth lies in the posterior part, but to judge from what happens in the more anterior pieces, where the pharynx is carried backwards by growth in front of it, it seems probable that the new growth in this ease l) The middle piece shown in the figure did not produce a new head at tile anterior end, although as shown in Figs. Ba and Bb, much new tissue developed. The pointed anterior end appears in this case to represent an undeveloped head and not a heteromorphic tail. also is near the base of the tail, 0r throughout the entire new part. If the piece is fed the two new ends grow rapidly, and the middle part remains about the size it had been reduced to as a result of the first formation of new material at the two ends, or it may grow larger. If the piece is starved the old part is further reduced in size until an equilibrium is established. A smaller worm results.
The posterior cross-piece, C, produces a head at the anterior end, although it is very noticeable in this form (but not in P. maculata), that more new materiaI appears before the head differentiates (and there is a delay of several days), as compared with the development of more anterior regions. A short tail, appears at the posterior end of the piece. A new pharynx appears just behind the head in the new part where the new and the old parts are continuous. It lies, at first, almost in the new head. ~ew tissue continues to develop in the anterior part, and as this growth takes place mainly between the head and the pharynx the former is carried further forwards. If the worm is not fed, the old part decreases, especially in breadth, as the new part develops. If the piece is fed, the new parts grow faster, and the old part loses less, or may remain the same size.
These results show that cross-pieces from different parts of the body regenerate in different ways. The old piece acts as a barrier, and holds the same relative position in the new worm that it held in the old. The nature of the old piece is the determining factor in the subsequent growth in the new part. There is nothing', as far as could be foreseen, that would prevent an anterior piece growing with equal rapidity at the two ends in order the reach the symmetrical condition, but this does not occur. On the contrary the new pharynx is carried backwards away from its first position. In a .posterior cross-piece the conditions are somewhat different, since the position of the new pharynx just behind the new head makes it necessary that the new material be laid down between the head and pharynx in order that they shall stand in their proper relation to each other. It is important to note that in both anterior and posterior pieces the region of growth lies in front of the pharynx.
The method of regeneration in Planaria lugubris throws some light on the changes that take place in P. maeulata. In the latter, and even more strikingly in Bipalium, the changes that take place in a cross-piece involve especially the old part. After the first formation of new tissue to make the new head and tail the old part elongates throughout, becoming narrower at the same time. This change appears, nevertheless, to be'regulated by the nature of the piece in much the same way as in P. lugubris. Thus in a cross-piece from the anterior end of the worm the elongation in the old tissue is, for the most part, in the posterior region; and in a cross-piece from the posterior end the elonggtion is greatest in its more anterior part, etc.
When the tail-end behind the old pharynx is cut from P. lugubris the new pharynx comes in, as has been shown, at the edge of the new tissue at the anterior end, and, therefore~ almost in the new head. It seemed that this might be due to the inability of the pharynx to develop in the old tissue, as it does in P. maeulata, and that if a posterior cut-surface also existed the new pharynx might appear in. this new tissue at the posterior edge rather than at the base of the new head. A number of pieces were cut off, posterior to the genital pore, similar to those shown in Fig. 3 C. In every ease the pharynx appeared at the anterior edge, and quite near the new head. The old piece has acted as a barrier preventing the pharynx from appearing at its proportionate distance from the new head, as would be more nearly the ease if it developed at the posterior cutedge. The result shows that the ordinary idea of polarity does not apply here, since a posterior structure --the pharynx --appears at the anterior end of a piece if this piece comes from behind the pharynx in the old worm. It is not simply a question of anterior and posterior ends of the cross-piece, but of the relation that this piece held to the parts of the original worm, that determines its action; and this is all the more important, since it has been shown, that from any part of the piece any part of the new worm may arise.
The Effects of Feeding and of Starving on the Regeneration of Pieces.
In the preceding pages it has been shown that by feeding the newly formed worm the old tissue can be protected. Whether the protection is brought about by the growth of the old part keeping pace with the loss of cells, or of material, sent into the new parts, or whether the new parts, being well nourished, do not draw on the old part for cellular or for food material is not clear from the results of my earlier experiments. The following results throw some light on this question.
The posterior ends of severa]'w0rms of about the same size were cut off just in front of the old genital pore. The pieces were seperated into two lots, one of which was kept without food, and the other supplied with food as soon as the new pharynx had developed. The distance from the genital pore to the posterior end was 3 ram, and the pieces measured each about 31/2 mm long by 2 mm broad. Figs. E and J. The larger of these last two figures represents the worm as fully grown. The starved piece also appears somewhat larger than in the last figure, due either to the piece being flatter when measured, or possibly to its having found some food. The results show that there is a primary loss of material in the old part during the formation of the new head and pharynx; that the loss in almost entirely in breadth and height, the length of the old part remMning as at first. After feeding a piece becomes broader, and also continues to grow in length especially in the region between the pharynx and the head. The starved piece grows only a little longer anteriorly, but even after two months the anterior end had not reached the typical length, i. e. the posterior end was too long for the anterior end. The most surprising" fact is that the starved piece loses very little of its original length, but half its breadth. The slight loss in length may be accounted for by the general dwindling of the old part due to lack of food, but the very great diminution in breadth must be due to the loss of material that goes, either directly as cellular material, or indirectly as food material, to the anterior part.
In another experiment a worm (measuring 12 >< 1~)/%o) was split in two pieces along the middle line on Oct. 3, Fig. 5 . One piece was fed for the first time on Oct. 13, and later at intervals of a few days. The other piece was kept without food. The two pieces were measured on Oct. 17, and are represented in Figs. B and E. The piece that was fed measured 8X 13/4. It had lost one third its length, and the new and old parts together were broader than the old half. The starved piece had decreased one-half in length, but was about as broad as the last. This apparent increase in breadth is largely due to the old part remaining in a more contracted state, even when moving forward~ than when it formed a part of the original worm. The new tissue that appears along the cut-side arises while the piece is at rest, and in a contracted condition. When the new worm is irritated, so that it moves, the new part does not permit of the fullest possible extension' of the old side, which appears, therefore, broader. This seems to be the most probable interpretation. After another fourteen days the two pieces appeared as shown in Figs. C and 2'. The piece, that had been fed every few days, has not increased noticeably in length, but is broader than before. This increase in breadth is in part due to the growth of the new region, but also to some extent to growth in the old part. This is seen from the fact-that although the width of the new worm is as great as that of the original worm, yet the :pharynx, that appeared at the edge of the old part, still lies excentrically. The starved piece is only one-third its former length, and about one-half its Width. The pharynx lies in an excentrie position, and relatively even more excentriealIy than in the fed piece. This means that in the starved piece there is not only absolutely less new tissue formed~ but even relatively less than in a piece that is fed. The later condition of It is nearly as long" as the original worm, and somewhat broader. The latter is due to the abundant supply of food, for had the original worm been overfed, it too would have gained more in breadth than in length --to a certain maximum limit beyond which it could not be forced. The pharynx is near the middle of the piece, although slightly excentrie even at this time.
The smaller piece is represented in Fig. G . It measured 4XS/s and is, therefore, not much more than half as wide as before. The loss seems to have been mainly in the old part, so that the pharynx appears more nearly symmetrical. The new part is about as wide as it was before. These results show that by feeding the new worm the old material is protected, and the new material grows faster than in a worm without food. The new pharynx appears along the edge between the old and new parts, and holds that position throughout all subsequent changes; the same is true for the genital pore, and for the eyes, as well as for the central part of the digestive tract. This gives very strong evidence in favor of the view that after the first formation of cells along the cut-edge the subsequent changes are due to growth in the new part, rather than to the migration of cells into the new regions. From this point of view the decrease in the old material in starved worms is not due to cell-migration, but to loss of substance. The growth of the new part must be due to nourishment received from the old part.
It is a well known phenomenon that whole worms kept without food decrease rapidly in size until they are as small, or smaller than the starved half-pieces shown in Fig. 5 G. The most important fact in regard to the regeneration of the starved hal}'-pieees is that the new part grows at the expense of the old part; or put differently; one half of the body that itself is lacking in food is used as food material for the other incomplete half. The decrease in the length of the new worm may account for a part of the increase in breadth of the new part, but the results show, I think, that the greater part of the increase in breadth is due to material taken from the other half. This transportation of food substances to regions of more active growth, where the changes are going on that produce a symmetrical form, is most remarkable. It indicates that growth processes may control the distribution of food material in the animal. Growth, from this point of view, is not a!together the result of the pre= senee of food material, although it may take rate if an abundance of material is present, mines the relative distribution, or deposition present.
place at a more rapid but the growth deterof the material that is This same relation between growth in the old and in the new parts seems to hold for all kinds of pieces, so that it will not be necessary to give any further description of the process in other cases, except in so far as the results bear on each particular experiment~ ArchiY fl Entwiekelungsmechanik. XlII.
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Regeneration in Half Cross-Pieces.
These experiments are in part a repetition of a similar one on P. maeulata described in my last paper. They have, however, given more definite results.
Short cross-pieces were taken from the anterior end about midway between the head and pharynx. Some of the pieces were split in two at once , Fig. 6 A; others after three days, when a small amount of new material had developed at the ends, Fig. 6 B; and others an the following day before the eyes had appeared, Fig. 6 C. After seven days the first pieces had produeed each a new head with two eyes, as shown in Fig. 6Aa . It will be seen that the head lies somewhat towards the cut-side of 
Cc C
the piece, i. e., its median plane passes just within the edge of the old piece. The inner eye appe~tred nearly always a little later than the outer one. The new pharynx also lies towards the inner side of the posterior part.
The second lot also produced, after eight days, two eyes, but the inner one was less well developed, Fig. Bb .
The third series formed at this time one eye, the outer one, in each piece. A day later the other eye appeared in two pieces, but in four pieces only one eye was present. Two days later all, but one, had two eyes, and on the following" day the second eye appeared in the last piece.
The results show that if the cross-piece is cut in half when the new material is not well developed a single head with two eyes is produced, but if the same operation is made a little later, only one eye develops at first, and the other develops a day or two later. This appears to mean that in the latter ease the new head has begun to he formed, and the hMf-pieee continues to differentiate into a halfhead. The other half is subsequently regenerated laterally. When the new material is first produced it is indifferent, and from it may be produced a single head, or two new heads if it is cut in two; but a little later the differentiation has gone so far, that if the material is divided it continues to differentiate into a part of the whole. It may be, of course, that even at the beginning the material is differentiated to a slight extent; but the material is still capable of rearrangement.
The new head in these cross-pieces lies towards the inner side of the piece, i. e.,: nearer to the old middle line than to the middle of the piece itself. One of the factors that determines the position of the new head may seem to be the old middle of the piece, since the new middle line of the head tends to correspond with that of the old part. Two. possible explanations of this suggest themselves. The new material is thicker near the inner side of the piece than at the outer side, and if the amount of material is a factor in the result, that is, if the new head tends to assume the middle of the mass it will lie nearer to one side. On the other hand the development of the head at the outer side of an oblique piece appears opposed to this view, and also the less development, or later development of the inner side of the head. We might assume that the position of the central part of the digestive tract at the inner side of the piece has a determining influence, but this seems improbable also in the light of the result from oblique pieces. Neither of these views, therefore, seems to .give a satisfactory explanation of the result. Another possibility will be discussed later. Since these half cross-pieces came from the anterior end of the worm it seemed to me that possibly half crosspieces from the posterior end might behave differently: that is, the new head might assume a more central position at the anterior cut surface, because the influence of the old part might be different in a region further removed from the old head. Moreover, since there are two lateral branches to the digestive tract in this posterior region the larger part of the old digestive tract will lie nearer the middle of the half-piece than in the anterior pieces. Posterior pieces produce at first a large amount of new material before the new head develops~ Fig. 7 A a. Six days after the operation a half cross-piece had not developed eyes, although a pharynx was present, Fig. 7 a. Two days later one eye had appeared in one piece, but the second eye did not appear in this piece until the thirteenth day, Fig. 7 d. In one piece, Fig'. 7 e, no eyes were present on the ninth day, but later first one, then the other appeared. The results are practically the same as on the more anterior pieces, except for the greater length of time that elapses before the first eye appears, and the larger amount of new material that is produced. The results seem to show that the asymmetry of the new head is not due to the digestive tract, or connected with the nearness of the piece to the head of the old worm. The most abvious fact is that the inner side of the head develops less rapidly in all these pieces than does the outer side. Now the new, 13"
inner side of the body, represe~nted by the new material at the side, is also less developed than the side represented by the old part. The piece takes this condition, if I may so speak, into consideration, and the development of the inner side of the head is held in check by its relation to the rest of its own side. This is the only interpretation that I can offer of the result, and as in many processes of regeneration it refers the result to that inscrutable phenomenon that we call the organisation. Even if at present we can not grasp the meaning' of this organisation, it seems to me more satisfactory to find that the phenomenon belongs to this category than to give it a more simple, but possibly an erroneous e d' the anterior part, rather than in the middle of the piece. If an oblique cross-piece is cut into two half-pieces as indicated .in Fig. 7 B, x --x, we should expect to find that in the right-hand piece the head would appear on the outer rig'ht-hand side, but since there has been shown to be in half cross pieces some influence that brings the head towards the inner side we should expect to find the new head: adjusting itself to both tendencies, appearing about the middle of the anterior edge. In the left-hand half-piece both of the former influences woald tend to bring the new head towards the inner side. The figures show, Fig. 7 B a, a', b, b' , etc. that the anticipated results follow, although owing to the change in shape of the old part it is not Mways clear just where the new head arises. In both eases a single eye first appears-always on the outer side of the piece. In the right-hand pieces the head lies nearly in the middle of the anterior edge; while in the left-hand pieces it arises at the inner angle
Regeneration from an Oblique Surface.
It seemed to me that the development of a new head on the side of an oblique piece, rather than in the middle, is such an exceptional phenomenon that it would be well worth while to give it a more thorough examination. I wished to make out more particularly how 
such a piece regains its symmetry. This change, it was found , could be best studied if the piece contained a part of the old pharynx and genital pore that serve as landmarks and prevent mistakes that might possibly arise from a change in shape of the piece. It was also found better to keep the pieces well fed, so that the old part keeps more nearly its former size. This may of course alter somewhat the result. If the middle piece of the worm is cut out as shown in Fig. 8 x--x, x~x, having an anterior oblique edge, and a posterior square edge, the old pharynx lying in the middle of the piece, the following changes take place. The edges of the cut-surfaces bend in, and the piece contracts, and becomes more rounded, so that it is broader than the original worm, Fig. 8 B. Owing to the greater contraction on ~he longer, right side the old pharynx appears to lie nearer to the opposite side. The new material that appears along the cut-edges grows fastest at the right side of the anterior cut-edge, and in the middle of the posterior edge, to give rise to the new head and new tail, Fig. Bb . The head is small, and its median axis stands at right angles to the cut-surface. The old pharynx extends forward to the middle of the anterior edge, and bends over somewhat towards the head. Its position shows, however, that the new head really arises far to one side of the piece. The inner eye is sometimes less developed than the outer, and this appears to be connected with less development of the inner side of the new head, and of the region to the left of it. The new head grows forward, the greatest amount of growth occurring on the inner, less developed side. It assumes in consequence a more anterior position. Thee head becomes larger, and broader, and, in consequence, its middle plane comes to correspond more nearly with the middle line of the old part, as shown in Fig. Bd. When the head has reached its full size it lies in a symmetrical position in regard to the old part. The worm was fed occasionally so that the old part lost very little in breadth. If a piece is removed by two oblique cuts that are inclined towards each other as shown in Fig. 8 As, the changes are very similar to those just described. The head as well as the tail arises at the side of the piece, that is in this case at the right side of the anterior and posterior cut-edges. The series of Figs. Aa--Ae shows the successive stages in the regeneration of this piece. The figures represent the worm as seen from the ventral side, while crawling on the under surface of the top of the water.
If a piece is removed by two parallel oblique cuts as shown in Fig. 9 A, the subsequent changes are like those represented in Figs. 9 Aa--Ad. Although the piece was fed the old part became narrower, and somewhat longer, but the main change is in the new material at the anterior and posterior ends. The shifting and straightening of the new head are brought about by its enlargement and by its more rapid growth on the inner side. The old pharynx bends somewhat towards the new head in the earlier stages. The posterior end also reaches its symmetrical position in the same way as does the head. This piece was fed. If the piece is starved the new head and tail grow less rapidly and the old part decreases in breadth, so that a smaller narrower worm is formed.
A very interesting result is obtained when the tail-end is cut off obliquely, the line of division passing obliquely between the pharyngeal and genital pores, result shows the nature of the new material along" the anterior edge, and makes much clearer how the establishment of the later symmetry is brought about. We must conclude fl'om this experiment that the old median line is connected with the median line of the new head by obliquely lying median structures in the new part; as indicated by the position of the pharynx. The new material on the outer side is less developed than on the inner, and the new head bends over towards the less developed side for some time. The later growth is more rapid on the undeveloped side, and this combined with the enlargement of the entire, anterior end establishes the later symmetry, as shown in Figs. 9 c to e and f to h. The eye on the less developed side often appears later than on the other side and this supports the interpretation that I have given for the conditions affecting the position of the eyes in the half-cross-pieces. The lateral position of the new head can not be determined~ I think~ by the position of the new pharynx, or of the old one~ if it is present in the piece, for the central 'part of the new digestive tract lies often at, or near the old middle of the piece. This is well shown in the oblique piece drawn in Fig. 10 . Fig'. 10. The worm, P. maculata, had been fed (several hours before this oblique piece was cut off) on the head of a fly, and the walls of the digestive tract were colored a bright red, and for several days this color remained so that the branches of the digestive tract could be seen. Three days after being cut off the digestive tract had assumed the form shown in the figure. The cut had been made across the old pharynx. Two branches have united in the middle line in front of the old pharyngeal chamber, but the branches on the left side had not yet united. The greater growth of new tissue at this side marks the beginning of the new head. This result shows, I think, that }~ARDEEN'S idea that the middle part of the digestive tract determines the position of the new organs fails in this case to account for the position of the head, and is probably not the determining factor in the result.
The Effect of Partial Splitting along the Middle Line.
The experiment of partially splitting the worm along the middle line was first carried out by FARADAY, and double structures obtained.
VAN DUYNE repeating the same experiment discovered that when the cut extends far forward one~ or two additional heads appear at the anterior angle where the sides meet. The same experiment with the same result has been repeated by myself (1900) and by BAI-r I found further that if the cut extends forward between the eyes each half-head may complete itself on the inner side, and BARDEEN has also figured a double worm showing: the same condition. More recently I have again obtained one case in which the two halves were united by only a very. narrow band of tissue at the anterior end, and in this instance each half formed a new, entire half-head on the inner side.
Subsequently the united worms broke :apart while erawiing.
The question naturally arises as to whether there is any connection between the cases in which each half of the head completes itself, and those in which one, or two new heads arise in the anterior angle. I think that it can be shown that both are the outcome of the same factors. The explanation is an extension of the same principle that I made use of in a former paper (1900) to account for the heads that appear in the angle. According. to this view each head is produeed at the anterior end of the new side in the same way that a head is produced at the side of a longitudinal piece. It is prevented fl'om turning" forward by the old tissue that meets across in front of it. When the cut is extended still further forward, so that the old head is cut nearly in half, the new tissue at tile side completes the old head, that is, it carries out a similar process as before, but in some cases completes a half structure already present; and in the other cases when the new part does not extend into the new head, an entire new head is formed at the side. The two results differ in that in one ease the new tissue at the side is influenced by the presence of the half head along which it lies, while in the other case the old head has no influence on the result. Another experiment shows, I think, that this interpretation is correct. If the anterior end of the worm is split in two, the two halves being held together at the posterior region, a tail "may form on one, or both sides at the posterior end of the new tissue. VOIGT and BARDEEN have each given a figure showing this condition. It is scarcely possible that the old tail can have any influence on the result and, I think, that there can be little doubt that it is due to the posterior end of the new tissue producing in itself an orthomorphie tail. The case is parallel to the head produced in the angle of the other pieces.
In a few cases the anterior end was cut off and then split partially in two as far forward as the region between the eyes, Fig. 11 . The experiment was made to see if new heads would appear in the angle between the sides, when the region behind the angle is quite short. Although the halves were separated again and again they persistently fused together. Most of the pieces produced two pharynges, in some there was one in each new tail, Fig'. 11 B; in others the two pharynges lay side by side in a single body that was forked behind, Fig. 11 C and D. These pieces were fed and they grew larger an longer. I tried to determine: if, in these pieces with two pharynges in a single body, the body would be relatively broader than in a normal worm of the same length. This was found to be the case, at least so far as the region showed a. double structure. I tried also to determine if the new head on such a body would be twice as broad as that of a normal worm of the same length, but this did not appear to be the case. Since the old head arises from a region in which the structure is not doubled it could scarcely be expected that it would develop to twice the proportionate breadth. A better way of testing" this problem is to cut off the anterior end in the region in fl'ont of the two pharynges where the worm has to a certain extent a double structure. As most of the pieces of this sort that I had kept for some time became diseased, and died, I could not carry out the experiment, bat it does not seem probable that the new head would be broader than a normal head, unless it had a more or less double structure, and I do not think that this would occur in a head forming in the new tissue over the cut-surface.
The Size of New Heads of Worms Split in two at the Anterior End.
In the first series of these experiments the head of the worm was cut off, and an oblong piece removed from the middle of the body, as described in my last paper J). If the anterior halves are kept from uniting a new head appears on each side, Fig. 12 A, B . The size of each new head is in proportion to the size of the side-piece fl'om which it arises, as can be easily seen when one side is larger than the other. New tissue may appear where the sides partially fuse behind t) Pages 90 and 91. the double head, Fig. 12 A, 17 . The subsequent growth of the new heads depends upon the length of the region by which they are united to the general body. If this region is short the heads remain small Fig'. 12 A, B , in fact they are often not more than half the normal size. If the connecting region is long the new heads become correspondingly larger. Some worms of these kinds have been kept for several months and supplied with food, but those with heads closely :mited to the body do not produce larger head% or at least to only a slight extent in proportion to the general growth, and the heads remain practically half-heads. When the heads are united to the body by a larger piece the heads may grow to the normal size. This difference is the result of two factors.
First the breadth of the region that unites the head to the body, and secondly the length of the connecting region. The size of the new part is determined, or regulated by the size of its region of union, and if the piece is short it may be held in check by the area of its connecting region; bu~ if the piece is long" (i. e., when the connecting region / /7 9 s is further away) it tends to assert its own independence, and may overcome the regulative influences of the base. These statements seem to apply to all cases in which double structures are produced by splitting as the following results show.
If, instead of cutting off the old head and removing a piece from the middle of the trunk, the anterior end is simply split in two, each half will, if prevented from fusing with the other half, produce a new half head at the side, Fig'. 12 C. Each new head is there made up of half the old head and half of a new one. The question arises whether the new half of each head will enlarge to the full size of the old half, or whether the latter will reduce itself to a smaller size. The results show that a reduction of the old part takes place, which may be accounted for, in part at least, perhaps entirely. by the loss of cellular material to produce the new half.
If the worm has been split further posteriorly, and the halves kept from reuniting, the new heads will become larger, Fig. 12 C. Each half forms a new side that is smaller at first than half of the original worm, but if the pieces are well fed, each half may grow to nearly the normal or average size, and the head also becomes nearly as large as the head of an average worm. We see here the same changes that have been described in the preceding experiment, and the same interpretation will acconnt for the result.
Another question that arises in Connection with these pieces is whether a two-headed worm will enlarge so that its body is twice as big as the normal worm; in which case each head might then become full sized. This does not occur, however, as the figures show, since the single part of the body remains about the normal size. It may appear somewhat broader when a median piece has been cut out, Fig'. 12 A, since the double structure may to some extent involve the newly formed, common, middle part, or it may appear broader, because the anterior end spreads out somewhat more at the sides than in the normal worm; but, in general, it is clear that the body does not become proportionately twice as broad as it is in normal worms. When the pieces are separated further posteriorly each part, as has been described, may become nearly as broad as the original worm, but the part of the body from which the halves arise remains about the same size as before --except in so far as it tends to spread out to its maximum breadth, when the anterior halves spread apart.
Similar results are obtained by splitting the posterior ends of the worms in two. If the cut extends forward almost to the new head each half produces a pharynx and completes itself on the inner side until each may be as broad as the original worm, Fig. 13 B. Where they join the anterior, single part a fold is formed at right angles to the surface of the worm connecting" the two halves to the single part. The fold is the result of the halves being' wider than half of the anterior, single part. I have kept a number of worms of this sort, and supplied them with an abundance of food in order to see if the old head could be made to grow to twice the normal size, but this never occurred. There is a maximum size beyond which the head wiU not enlarge; although if it were cut into pieces each piece would make a new worm, and the sum of all the heads of the new worms might be many times greater than that of the maximum head of a single worm. It is only by doubling the structures in the head that a larger head or a number of heads can be made.
If instead of splitting the worm along the middle line a piece is partially split from the side, the latter will also make a new body with pharynx, etc. The question arises whether a piece of this kind can be brought to the same size as the larger part by constant feeding, or whether beyond a certain point its growth will be held in check by the size of its connection with the old part. I can not give a final answer to this question as yet, but I think that it would be difficult to make the piece enlarge beyond a certain point. The opportunity that is given in these ex- periments of feeding independently each new part so that as far as food is concerned the pieces can be forced to grow to their maximum size opens up a number of interesting questions that I shall hope to enter into and discuss more fully at another time.
In my former paper 1) I described several eases in which one of the posterior halves of a bifid worm was cut off. It was found that if the part was cut off by an oblique cut near its juncture with the other part (as shown in my former paper [1900 A 1 .by the line o--o in Fig. 26 B) a new body was not formed, but the worm completed itself at the cut-side. If one of the posterior parts was cut off Nrther out, i. e., between its region of union and the pharynx l) Page 96 Fig. 6 B, line p--p. a tail-like outgrowth developed, but I did not determine if a new body would be produced. I have since repeated this experiment several times, and have found that a new posterior part develops which after feeding for several months grows almost to the size of the other piece.
A number of experiments were made also by cutting off one part of a worm with a double anterior end. It was found if the cut was made anterior to the pharynx, Fig. 12 C, z--x, a new head was produced, but if cut off behind the pharynx, as shown by the line y--y in Fig'. 12 C~ no new structure appeared. The worm produced a new side and later became symmetrical.
The Inhibiting Effect of an Anterior Cut-Edge on a Posterior Cut-Edge.
In some experiments described in two of my former papers (1900~ Fig'. X, and 1900A, Fig'. 2~ ) I have pointed out how difficult it is to obtain the development of two heads from cross-cuts made at two levels that are united by a longitudinal cut-edge. The result is due in part to the bending A over of the longer side so that the more posterior cut-edge is covered, but this is only a part of the explanation. In one ease') I found an incomplete structure (whose nature I could not make out) appearing at the lower level. Some new experiments throw new light on these phenomena, and also give, I believe, a deeper insight into one of the internal factors of regeneration.
If the anterior end is cut from the worm, the body partially split into two equal parts, and one of the halves is cut off near the bottom of the last cut, as indicated in Fig'. 1~ , there are exposed two cut-ends at different levels. The pieces will fuse along the middle line unless they are for a day or two repeatedly separated. If the pieces fuse along the middle line a single head develops, and this head is always at the anterior cross-cut. New tissue appears along ~) (19oo) Fig. 2~ C, C'. the inner edge of the longer half-piece that is at its most posterior end eontinuous with the new tissue covering the posterior cross-cut. A new head is not produced by the latter, and this region is slowly changed into the side of the new worm. If, however, the longer and the shorter hMf-pieees are kept from fusing along the middle line a new head generally develops on the posterior cross-cut. The tendency of the two pieces to unite is very strong, and this may occur even after they have been kept apart for several days. In such eases the new tissue over the posterior cross-cut may have begun to make a head, but its connection with the other side may now interfere with the further development of this head. As a result an outgrowth takes plaee that has no definite form, and may be mistaken for a tail. It is, however, I think an incomplete head, so far as it is anything. This is shown partly by the way it moves forward, as a head would do, and Mso by the fact that if the piece is cut off a new tail is produced from its posterior end.
The experiment shows that the connection of the shorter piece with the longer one inhibits in some way the development of a head at its eut-edge. This is due, in part, most probably, to the eonneetion of the shorter part with the longer; but more important, I think, is the continuous connection between the anterior and posterior cross-cuts by the new tissue along the inner side of the longer piece. It can not be shown positively that the latter statement is correct, but it is at least made probable by the following ease. If the anterior two-thirds of a worm is split in two eaeh part makes a new head and a new inner side, Fig. 12 C, if then one piece is cut off near its base a new head seems to appear more often from the cut-surface than in the last experiment. In this ease the new tissue at the eut-surfaee is not connected by new tissue along the inner side of the longer half, but by the tissue that has already differentiated. This connection does not seem to interfere as much with the development of the cutsurface as in the first ease, in whieh the material at the inner edge is new. What kind of influence, we naturally ask, can the anterior tissue that forms a head exert on the new, posterior tissue through the connecting new tissue? It seems to me the results are very similar to those that take place in a piece of a plant, as when a twig is cut from a willow. Only the apical shoots develop, while those at the base of the piece remain inactive. The development of the former inhibits, in some way, the development of the latter, as can be shown by cutting the piece in two near the base when the basal shoots will now begin to develop. That these phenomena are connected with the innermost relations between the parts, of the organism there can be, I think, little doubt. We are not able at present, and we may never be able, to account for the changes themselves, but every clue that we can get as to the nature of the action is well worth following up. The way in which I can most clearly picture to myself the kind of action that is taking place in these cases is that some sort of strain must be present that controls the growth. It is as though the anterior part held in check the growth of the posterior part by a pull on the new material of such a sort that it inhibits the growth of the posterior part. The result can not be accounted for, so far as I can see, as the result of the transfer of substances, or of an imaginary action at a distance (Fernkraft), or in any other way that has as yet been proposed. On the other hand the idea that the result is connected with some sort of strain, or tension in the protoplasm gives as not only a new point of view, but enables us more clearly to conceive how the results are brought about. It is as though the more anterior region produces a pull on the more posterior part, and this pull eonteracts the growth of the new part. This same condition must be supposed to be present both in the old as well as in the new part, but the experiments seem to indicate that the strain is more strongly exerted through newly forming tissue, than through old parts, and in the new region this condition of strain is the determining" factor regulating the growth of the new parts.
A very striking' example of how this hypothesis can apply is found in the regeneration of the tail of fishes, especially when an oblique cut has been made. As I have shown in a former paper (1900B) the new tissue must be supposed to have the same power of growth along the entire length of the oblique cut-edge, but we find that the maximum growth takes place only at the innermost part of the oblique edge, and is checked at all other points beyond this, and proportionately suppressed according to the distance of any point fl'om the region of maximum growth. This holds true ibr Fundulus that has a rounded tail. A more interesting" case is that of Stenopus with a bilobed, or swallow-tail. If the tail is cut off by an oblique cut the new growth is most rapid near that part lying nearest to the base of the tail, where the lower lobe is developing. The growth is least rapid in the middle of the tail, but increases again near the upper edge where the upper lobe is developing. The latter develops less rapidly,-hoverer, than does the lower lobe. The maximum possible growth takes place only in one region; and in all other regions the growth is held in cheek, so that the typical form of the tail is assmned. This regulation of the rate of growth at different points can be, I think, most readily conceived as the result of ~ difference in tension throng'bout the new parts. My experiments prove, I think, that at any level the growth may be as rapid as at any other, that is, there are no physiological restrictions in any region, except in so far as tbrmative factors inhibit the growth. I can picture to myself much more dearly this balance between the parts as due to a state of relative strain in the different regions than in any other way that has as yet been suggested to account for this and similar phenomena of regeneration. I shall hope to examine more fully in the near future the relation between the action of this supposed strain and the phenomenon of growth, that appears also to be regulated by the same condition of strain. This statement must not be taken in too general a way, for it is evident that the formation of a tail at one end of a lateral edge and a head at the other, or of roots at the lower end of a piece of a plant and shoots at the other end, show that certain kinds of growth take place where the strain is supposed to be greatest. My view is not that a eondition of strain inhibits all kinds of growth, but that the relative growth and even the kind of growth of different regions is determined by the relations of strain throughout the part.
Summary.
1) The formation of a heteromorphie head in Planaria lugubris from the posterior end of an anterior piece, Fig. 1 , is not due to the cut passing through the brain, or to the absence of a part of the digestive tract in the piece.
2) From a piece cut off just behind the eyes and, therefore, in front of the entire reproductive system it is possible to rear a sexually mature worm, Fig. 2. 3) Cross-pieces of P. lugubris from the anterior end of the body, Fig. 3 A, regenerate only a head at the anterior end, but a long posterior part. Cross-pieces from the middle of the worm, Fig. 3 /~, regenerate an equal amount anteriorly and posteriorly. Cross-pieces from the posterior end, Fig. 3 C, regenerate a long anterior end, and very little at the posterior end. In P. lugubris the regeneration takes .~.rehiv f. Entwickelungsraechanik. xnI. 1~
place mainly in the new parts, while in P. maculata the old part plays a more important r61e. 4) If regenerating worms are fed the old tissue loses very little in amount, and the ne w tissue grows faster, Fig. 5 B--D . If the worms are kept without food the old tissue loses more and the new part grows less, a smaller worm is formed; Fig'. 5 E--G. 5) The new head in half cross-pieces, Fig'. 6 A a, lies nearer the inner side of the piece, and the inner eye develops later than the outer. The explanation of the latter is due to the smaller amount of development on the regenerating, inner side of the piece.
6) The new head developing from an oblique surface, Figs. 8 and 9, lies on one of the outer sides of the piece, and on that side that lay nearer the old anterior end. Between the median line of the new head and the old median line a connection is established by obliquely lying, median organs as shown in Figs. 9 b and f.
7) The formation of one, or of two heads in tile anterior angle of a piece split almost in two (except at the anterior end), and the formation of a half-head by each half, if the cut extends into, and nearly through the old head find a common explanation as due to the formation of new structures at the anterior end of the new materiat at the side. The new heads do not appear to be heteromorphie formations.
8) If the anterior end is split in two, so that two heads are formed these heads are much smaller than the original heads, especially if the division between them does not extend far posteriorly, Fig. 12 A, B . If the anterior end is split further posteriorly, Fig. 12 r the new heads grow to l:~rger size, and may even become nearly full-sized. The explanation of this difference is due to the area of union of the heads to the body, restraining" the enlargement of the new head, and its influence is the greater in proportion to its nearness to the new heads. If the anterior end is split into unequal parts the new heads are in proportion to the sizes of the parts on which they form, and their subsequent growth is determined by the area of the uniting region and its distance from the new heads. 9) If a worm has an anterior and a posterior half cut-snrface~ as shown in Figs. 14 A, a head develops only on the anterior surface, if the two surfaces are connected by a line of new tissue along the inner side of the longer half, Fig'. 14 t?. But if the longer and the shorter halves are kept apart two heads often develop. It is suggested that the influence of the anterior tissue on the posterior is brought about by a tension that restrains the development of the posterior head, and the same explanation is extended to other phenomena of regeneration.
Zusammenfassung,
1) Die ]3ildung eines heteromorphen Kopfos bei Planaria lngnbris am hinteren Ende eines Vordersttiekes (Fig. 1) ist nieht vom Dnrehgang des Sehnittes darch das Gehirn vernrsacht, aneh nieht dureh die Abwesenheit eines Theils des Verdauungstraetus in dem Stiiek.
2) Es ist m(iglieh, yon einem Stiiek einen gesehleehtsreifen Wurm zu erhalten, welches gerade hinter den Augen und somit vor dem gesammten Fortpfianzungssystem abgesehnitten wnrde (Fig. 2) .
3) Querabsehnitte yon Planaria lngnbris yore vorderen Kiirperende (Fig. 3A) bilden lediglieh an der vorderen Seite einen (kurzen? Kopf, abet ein langes tIintertheil. Ebensolehe aus der Wnrmmitte (Fig. 3 B) regeneriren vorn nnd hinten etwa gleieh viel. querabsehnitte yore Hintertheil (Fig. 3 U) regeneriren ein langes Vorderende und nut sehr wenig naeh hinten zn. Bei P. lugubris finden die Regenerationsvorg:~nge lediglieh in der Neubildung statt, w'~thrend bei P. maeulata das alto Gewebe eine wesentliehere Rolle spielt. 6) Wenn man die Wtirmer w~hrend der Regeneration ftittert, so wird die 3Iasse des alton Gewebes dabei mlr sehr wenig angegriffen nnd das none Gewebe uimmt raseher zn (Fig. 5 B--D~. L:&st man Me hungern, so verliert das alto Gewebe mehr 3Iasse, die Nenbildung w,iehst langsamer und man erh~ilt einen kleineren Wnrm (Fig'. 5 /~--G). (Fig. 6 An) liegt n:,[her der Nedianseite des Sttiekes und das median gelegene Auge entwiekelt sieh sl)i~ter als das andere. Die Erkl:~rnng fiir das Letztere liegt in der langsameren Entwiekelung bei der Reg'eneratlon der Nedianseite des Stiiekes. 6) Der none Kopf, der sieh an einer sehiefen 0berflitche entwiekelt ( Fig. 8  and 9 ), liegt anf einer der Anf3enseiten des Sttiekes nnd zwar anf der dem alton Vorderende zunitehst gelegenen. Zwisehen der alten Nittellinie nnd der des neuen Kopfes besteht ein Zusammenhang dutch die Sehr'~ig'lagernng der medianen 0rgane (vgl. Fig. 9 b nnd f) . 7) Die Bildung eines oder zweier Kiipfe im vorderen Winkel eines grSBten~heils ~mit Ausnahme des vorderen Endes) lltngsg'espaltenen Sttiekes nnd die Bildung eines halben Kopfes seitens jeder ttitli%e, wenn der Sehnitt sieh in und t)st dutch den alton Kopf erstreekt, findet eine einfaehe Erkl,trnng als veraniasst dutch die Entstehnng yon Neu5ildung am vorderen Ende des Nenmaterials an der Seite. Die neuen KSpfe seheinen keine heteromorphen Bildnngen zu sein. 8) Spaltet man das vordere Ende und veranlasst so die Bildung yon zwei Kiipfen, so sind diese viol kleiner als der ursprtingliehe Kopf, besonders wenn die Theilnng zwisehen ihnen sieh nieht welt naeh hinten erstreekt (Fig. 12  A, B) . Wird der Sehnitt naeh hinten verl~[ngert (Fig'. 12 C) , so waehsen die beiden Hiiupter zn bedentenderer (~rbl3e, ja selbst zur normalen. Die Erkl~irnng dieses Untersehiedes h:~ngt ab erstens yon der Breite des Sttiekes, zweitens yon der Entferhnng des regenerirenden Kopfes yon dem gemeinsamen K(irper. Spaltet man das Vordeitheil l:~[ngsweise in einen breite~l nnd einen sehmMen l~t* Streifen, so entspricht die GrSf3e der nenen K~pfe den vorhin angegebenm~ Umst~nden. 9) Hat tin Wtmn nine halbdnrehschnittene vordere nnd hintere 0berflSehe (vgI. Fig. 14 A) , so entwickelt sich tin Kopf nut an tier vordereu der beiden Qnerfl~tehen, wenn sie dutch einen Streifen nenen Gewebes eatlang der Innenseite der grOf3eren H:~ilfte verbnnden sind (Fig'. 14 B) . Bleiben aber grSBere nnd kleinere H:~tlfte getrennt, so entwickeln sieh oft zwei KOpfe. Es wird angenommen, dass tier Einflnss des vorderen gewebes ant das hintere zn Stande kommt dutch nine Spannnng, welehe die Entwiekehmg des hinteren Kopfes hemmt, und dieselbe Erkliirung wird ant andere Regenerationserseheinnngeu ausgedehnt.
5) Der none Kopf bei l~ngshalbirten Querabsehnitten

